Rebellion   And   After
1906
in april 1906 the so-called Zulu rebellion broke out. At Gandhi's
suggestion the Natal Congress made an offer to the Governor to raise
an Indian Ambulance Corps for service with the troops. Gandhi had
doubts about the "rebellion" itself, but he believed that the British
Empire existed for the welfare of the world.
In June, owing to the uncertainty of the political situation,
Gandhi decided to break up his home at Johannesburg and take his
family to Natal. On reaching Durban, he found that the offer of
the Indian Ambulance Corps was accepted. Gandhi at once sent his
family to the Phoenix Settlement and he collected twenty-four
volunteers consisting of nineteen ex-indentured men, one Pathan and
four Gujaratis. The chief medical officer appointed Gandhi to the
temporary rank of sergeant-major. The Indian Ambulance Corps
received uniforms from the Government and was hurriedly despatch-
ed to the front.
On reaching the scene of "rebellion", Gandhi realized that it was
in fact a no-tax campaign. His sympathies now were with the Zulus
and the main work of the Indian corps, to Gandhi's delight, was to be
the nursing of the wounded rebels. Gandhi and his men were attach-
ed to a swift moving column of mounted infantry and they had to
follow it on foot, sometimes forty miles a day, with stretchers on their
shoulders. The wounded Zulus in charge of Gandhi were not wound-,
ed in battle but were innocent villagers, who were flogged severely,
on being suspected of their partition in the "rebellion".
The Zulu "rebellion" was an eye-opener to Gandhi. He saw the
naked atrocities of the whites against the poor sons of the soil. The
whites flogged the Zulus, but they were unwilling to nurse their fester-
ing wounds and also did not favour the Indian Ambulance Corps
attending them. The Zulus were grateful to the Indians for having
come to their help. Besides the ambulance work, Gandhi had to

